
Faculty Council Meeting  
February 11, 2015 

Mackin Room, Grasselli Library 
 
The following Faculty Council members were in attendance:  Roy Day (Chair), Barbara 
D’Ambrosia (Vice Chair), Gerry Guest (Secretary), Ryan Allen, Scott Allen, Paul 
Challen, Jeff Dyck, Kristen Ehrhardt, Jean Feerick, Simon Fitzpatrick, Dwight Hahn, 
Simran Kahai, Dan Kilbride, Cindy Lenox, Gloria Liu, Annie Moses, Mike Nichols, Alissa 
Nutting, David Shutkin, Elizabeth Stiles, Sheri Young, and Tom Zlatoper.   
 
The following members were absent:  Tina Facca and Linda Koch. 
 
The agenda for the meeting and materials were distributed in advance via email.  The 
meeting started at 2:03 pm. 
 

Minutes 
 
I. Chair’s Announcements  
 

A. Minutes of January 14 meeting.  No corrections being offered, the minutes were 
taken as approved. 

 
B. Report on Provost Council meeting.  D’Ambrosia reported that the two-hour 

meeting held in the morning was mostly devoted to fine tuning the Institutional 
Learning Goals.  Ed Peck reported on feedback from the earlier Town Hall that 
included discussion of this issue.  The comments were collected and read by the 
Committee formulating the goals.  Only one change has been made since the 
Town Hall, namely a bullet point about engaging in “respectful, civil discourse.”  
Peck is finalizing the Goals and the Provost will ask the President for any 
feedback by the end of February.  Presumably, the President will accept them at 
some time after that for distribution to the JCU community.  An assessment plan 
remains to be developed for these goals. 

 Also discussed at the meeting was the Provost’s desire to move Provost Council 
toward a more action-oriented model.  D’Ambrosia spoke with Jeanne Colleran 
after the meeting to discuss faculty representation on the Council if it does 
become a decision-making body.  Hahn noted that if the Council makes 
decisions relating to faculty issues, then those issues would also have to come to 
Faculty Council.  D’Ambrosia noted that there is no charge to Provost’s Council 
as to what they do.  We could suggest to Colleran that she write up a charge.  
D’Ambrosia reported that she does not know what kind of actions Colleran is 
considering here. 

 
C. Letter from Provost regarding Conflict of Interest Policy.  See items for business 

below. 
 



D. Response of Provost to a request for a position on the USPG for a representative 
from the Revenue and Spending Committee.  Day reported that Colleran 
declined the request.  Hahn asked what happens next since Faculty Council was 
charged by the Faculty with this request.  Day answered that we need to return to 
the question (NB:  further discussion below).  

 
E. Chronicle Great Colleges to Work For 2015 Survey.  Day noted that the President 

has sent out an email about this.  We are not trying to win an award but to 
assess campus climate.  Day asked FC to please encourage people to take the 
Survey.  The additional questions formulated through FC were incorporated into 
the survey.  These include an open-ended question on morale and a question on 
faculty governance. 

 
F. Faculty Council chair meeting with the Administration and representative from the 

Association of Governing Boards.  Day will meet with the consultant on Feb. 12 
to discuss how to improve governance.  

 
 
II. Items for Business  
 

A.  Conflict of Interest Policy.  Day reported that in a letter received from the Provost 
she indicates that she is willing to convene a committee to look at the policy.  
She rejected the idea of a faculty vote on the policy.  Input and changes are, 
however, possible.  Kilbride noted that the potential committee mentioned by 
Colleran might not do anything beyond discussing the policy.  Day noted that 
Colleran and Niehoff have indicated that they are willing to consider changes to 
the policy.  Stiles noted that such a committee could ensure that faculty 
representation was involved in the implementation of the plan.  Day noted that 
the committee in question would be a university committee with elected faculty 
members.  Day suggested that we have elections to fill this committee and ask 
the Provost to act on any recommendations of the committee.  Kilbride moved 
that we ask the Provost to form a committee that includes elected faculty 
representatives to examine the Conflict of Interest Policy and to act on the 
suggestions of the committee (seconded by Dyck).  In the ensuing 
discussion, D’Ambrosia noted that this request differs from our last request.  The 
motion passed unanimously. 

 
B.  CAP report on the future of the outgoing Core Committee.  Day noted that a clear 

statement needs to be made that when the Chair of the outgoing core ends 
his/her term, the CAS Dean takes over issues relating to the outgoing Core.  
D’Ambrosia moved that the proposal be discussed at the next faculty 
meeting (seconded by Nichols).  The motion passed unanimously. 

 
C.  Proposal on transfer students from the Core Committee.  D’Ambrosia moved to 

send the proposal to CAP (seconded by Young).  The motion passed 



unanimously.  Nichols noted that this is an administrative policy and will not be 
voted on by the Faculty, but it will go through CAP to allow faculty to have input. 

 
D.  Proposed revisions to the new core.  D’Ambrosia noted that this proposal has a 

lot of parts and that CAP might consider whether it be broken up into smaller 
pieces for separate voting.  Young moved to send the proposal to CAP 
(seconded by Lenox).  The motion passed unanimously. 

 
E.  Proposed minor in Humanitarian Action and Technology.  Nichols noted that if 

FC sends this proposal to CAP, then open hearings will have to be held after 
Spring Break because the University Budget Committee still has not submitted 
their evaluation of the proposal.  FC will then not get the proposal back until April.  
Day noted that a larger issue here is the role of the UBC in new academic 
proposals.  Hahn moved that we refer the proposal to CAP (seconded by 
Kilbride).  The motion passed unanimously. 

 
F.  Proposed minor in Music.  D’Ambrosia moved that we refer the Proposal to 

CAP (seconded by Ehrhardt).  The motion passed unanimously.  Nichols noted 
that the Proposal is not yet complete, so it is on the same timetable as the 
previous proposal. 

 
In separate issue Nichols noted that Peggy Finucane was asked by Graciela 
Lacueva (Interim Dean, CAS) that the proposal for a Poverty Studies minor be 
put on hold while the Strategic Plan is being developed.  It is unclear why this 
one proposal was put on hold and that the two above were not.  Day indicated 
that he would contact Lacueva about this issue.  D’Ambrosia suggested that we 
could vote to send the proposal to CAP now should it come to FC later in the 
semester.  Brent Brossmann argued that this was problematic from a procedural 
standpoint, and the issue was not pursued.   

 
G.  Letter from the Psychology Department regarding the Poster Competition at the 

Celebration of Scholarship (see Appendix below).  The letter was received by 
Day on February 10.  Young reported that a discussion was held in Psychological 
Science about the idea of awards being given out at the Celebration of 
Scholarship.  The awards only apply to the Posters not to other areas of the 
Celebration.  Faculty in PS felt that competition was antithetical to the idea of a 
Celebration of Scholarship.  Jim Krukones noted that the Celebration is primarily 
a Celebration but that the idea of a competition has been discussed for a while 
now (prior to this year).  Participation by students in this proposed competition 
would be voluntary.  Krukones also noted that the art exhibition also has awards 
and that the Poster awards could be discontinued if received unfavorably.  Young 
noted that Posters from multiple disciplines would be judged.  How would this 
work?  Would the aesthetics of each presentation be an issue?  Scott Allen 
asked if this was a FC issue.  Day noted that feedback from faculty could have 
been solicited in advance and that this is a concern of the faculty.  Kahai 
suggested that this is a nice way for Faculty to encourage student participation.  



Challen asked how the PS department discussed and voted on the issue.  Day 
noted that it would be worthwhile to have a faculty discussion on this issue.  
Perhaps it could go on the General Faculty agenda.  Kilbride suggested that 
student input be sought, since it involves them.  D’Ambrosia moved that this 
issue be discussed at the next Faculty Meeting, time permitting (seconded 
by Stiles).  D’Ambrosia amended her motion that this be the last item on 
the agenda (seconded by Kahai).  Save two abstentions, the motion passed 
unanimously. 

 
 
III.  Committee Reports 
 

A. CAP – Mike Nichols.  Hahn asked if faculty will be reviewing the Cohort Advising 
program.  Nichols responded that CAP is awaiting a proposal and information 
from Maryclaire Moroney. 

 
B. Elections – David Shutkin – no report. 
 
C. RTP – Tom Zlatoper reported that Graciela Lacueva wants to meet with Jim 

Krukones and Zlatoper to discuss faculty dossiers (for tenure, promotion, and 3rd 
year review) and the idea of switching them over to electronic formats.  This 
seems like a decision that the administration can make but RTP discussed it 
today and supports the change.  Day believes that FC doesn’t need to do 
anything further here. 

 
D. RSFD – Tina Facca – no report. 
 
E. Compensation – Dan Kilbride – no report.  
 
F. Gender and Diversity – Alissa Nutting – no report.  
 
G. Revenue and Spending – Cynthia Lenox – no report.  
 
H. Enrollment and Student Life – Linda Koch – no report.  

 
 
IV. Items for 02/25 Faculty Meeting  
 

A. Report on the Early College Program.  The first cohort is on campus. 
 
B. Old Core proposal. 
 
C.  Item on governance from last general faculty meeting. 
 
D.  Discussion of the Celebration Awards. 

 



 
V. New Business  
 

A. Effective communication between faculty and the USPG.  Day reported that FC 
asked the Provost to put somebody from Revenue & Spending on the USPG as 
a faculty interface with the USPG; the Provost turned down the request.  Day 
wishes to start every General Faculty Meeting with an opportunity to discuss 
USPG work with members of the Group.  Their minutes can be read in advance 
by Faculty.  What more do we want?  Hahn noted that we were charged by 
faculty to come up with a mechanism for this, so we would need to put it on the 
agenda of the next FC meeting.  

 
 
VI. Adjourn – 3:17 pm 
 

Appendix 

 
TO: Anthony Roy Day  

Chair of Faculty Council, 2014-2015  
 
FROM: Department of Psychological Science  

(Dr. Helen M. Murphy) HMM  

 
RE: Poster Competition at the 2015 Celebration of Scholarship  
 

 
On February 10, 2015, the Department of Psychological Science discussed the introduction of 
poster competition at the 2015 Celebration of Scholarship at John Carroll University. The 
information was promulgated from the Provost and Academic Vice President’s Office on January 29, 
2015.  
 
Celebration of Scholarship has always been a special community event at JCU. “Since 2002, the 
Celebration of Scholarship has showcased the academic accomplishments of both students and 
faculty, which represent one of the hallmarks of John Carroll University…We’re looking for 
undergraduate and graduate students, faculty, and staff who would like to take part in panel and 
paper presentations, poster sessions, performance art, and artistic exhibits for an opportunity to 
share scholarship already completed or in progress “ (http://inside.jcu.edu/2014/11/10/2015-
celebration-of-scholarship/) .  
 
We believe that the spirit of this celebration will be lost with the introduction of poster 
competition. It is not an athletic event where there are “winners” and “losers”. Everyone is a 
“winner” (not just 3 undergraduate students) by the fact that he/she is participating in the 
celebration. In the Celebration of Scholarship, the community comes together to applaud all of the 
participating individuals. It is a JCU “family affair”. This event has always been a morale booster for 
the community:  
 



 Students interact with one another (do not have to stay at their poster for the entire 
session)  

 Faculty members attend  

 Parents and grandparents attend (some come from as far away as Columbus)  

 Friends of the participants attend  

 Staff members of the Cleveland Clinic come to campus for the event.  
 
What impact will this have upon the many students who have conducted research projects at 
institutions such as the Cleveland Clinic? Staff members of the Cleveland Clinic have been very 
generous with their time and expertise in affording our students a unique research experience at a 
renowned institution.  
 
Regarding judging of the posters, judges cannot possibly have expertise in all areas that will be 
represented at the Celebration of Scholarship (e.g., judging of a Cell and Molecular Biology poster 
by an individual who has expertise in Theology and Religious Studies).  
 
At this time of their lives, students have enough competition to contend with (e.g., admittance to 
graduate or professional schools, seeking job opportunities, etc.).  
 
Why is it that competition will occur only with posters? Students are encouraged to give oral 
presentations, panel presentations, and display art exhibits. 
 
[end] 


